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Astrology is essentially the purest 

presentation of occult truth in the 

world at this time, because it is the 

science which deals with those 

conditioning and governing 

energies and forces which play 

through and upon the whole field 

of space and all that is found 

within that field.



Recap: Foundational Facts of Esoteric Astrology

1. Orthodox or Exoteric Astrology:

maps the PERSONALITY life.

2. Esoteric Astrology:

Is the science of the SOUL, of unfolding consciousness, and is 

used to help us identify what we have to do to..

a.Purify the UNCONSCIOUS (past life negative habits)

by studying the MOON MSIGN

b. Integrate and purify the PERSONALITY (selfish egocentric

by studying the SUN N SIGN

c. Transform and become SOUL CONSCIOUSNESS (wise, 

loving, inclusive) by studying the RISING SIGN (at 9’oclock)

Q. What does all this mean? In your own words?
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Two charts:

1. Three Levels of Consciousness 

- Labours of Hercules

2. Chart (Djwhal Khul) EA332: 

Signs on Three Levels of Consciousness
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Sign Undeveloped Man Advanced Man Disciple, Initiate

Aries Blind experience Directed desire Implements the Plan

Taurus Selfish desire Aspiration Illumined living

Gemini I serve myself I serve my brother I serve the One

Cancer The blind masses Awaken the mind Sees Man as one

The Leo The lower self The higher self The One Self

Virgo The mother The protector The Light

Libra Human love Weighing opposites Balance attained

Scorpio Selfishness Fighting duality Unified disciple

Sagittarius Self-centeredness One-pointedness Director of men

Capricorn Earthbound soul Crossing the water Initiation into Light

Aquarius All things to all men Soul dedication Server of all men

Pisces The medium The mediator The Savior

Signs on Three Levels of Consciousness – Esoteric Astrology p332



Soul

Unconscious , animal instincts
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Undeveloped Man Advanced Man Disciple, Initiate

Aries Boastful ram Learns thru mistakes to be an 

intelligent disciple

Dynamic leader

Taurus Lustful bull Learns to ride desire and control it Live in the light

Gemini Aimless, selfish living Educate yourself, forget the self, 

become of service

A messenger

Cancer Instinctual living Develop intelligent control, develop 

intuition

See the whole

Leo Lion of arrogance Starve the ego, subordinate the self 

to the whole

Selfless leader

Virgo Girdle of materialism Personality has to die before the 

birth of the Christ in the Heart

Serve selflessly

Libra Sensuous living Need for balance, poise, justice Serene spiritual life

Scorpio The Hydra of evil Lift the shadow nature into the light 

and destroy it

A Disciple (server)

Sagittarius Attack thoughts (birds) Rise up, weigh thoughts, become 

harmless in thought and word.

Teach others to fly

Capricorn The Unreal Starve the personality, release the 

inner spiritual nature.

Spiritual power

Aquarius Old baggage (stables) Wash away the dross, unleash the 

waters of life

A World Server

Pisces Lower desires Slay the lower psychic nature, purify 

them for soul work

A World Saviour

Mutable Cross Fixed Cross Cardinal Cross

Three Levels of Consciousness – Labours of Hercules



PRACTICE:

Using the Moon, Sun, Rising signs of famous people; 

and the 3-level consciousness charts, identify:

1. What “rubbish” they have to purify – MOON SIGN

2. What negatives they need to control and express 

positively - SUN

3. What qualities they need to develop/ express – RISING

[NB. Keep in mind that we are all striving on one or other of these levels]

Q. What does this mean?
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Name Moon Sun Ascendant

Donald Trump Sagittarius Gemini Leo

Ted Cruz Libra Capricorn Libra

Hillary Clinton Pisces Scorpio Scorpio



Sign Moon Sign – our “stuff” Sun Sign

Aries Boastful, active Ram Directed Desire

Taurus Selfish desire Bull Aspiration

Gemini I serve myself Twins I serve my brother

Cancer Instinctual, emotional Crab Awaken the mind

Leo Arrogance Lion The higher self

Virgo Materialism Virgin The protector

Libra Sensuousness, sex Scales Weighing opposites

Scorpio Defensive hydra Scorpion Fighting duality

Sagittarius Attack thoughts Centaur One-pointedness

Capricorn Earthbound soul Goat Crossing the water

Aquarius All things to all men Water-bearer Soul dedication

Pisces Lower desires Fishes The mediator

Working with our Moon and Sun Signs



Questions

1. Moon, can it move thru Vulcan, Neptune, Uranus in one life? [LH. Yes, unusual]

2. Is the moon (associated with astral) more influencing in teens? [Yes]

3. When we read about the pre-patterns in the Moon or Vulcan [not Vulcan, it 

purifies] etc, it appears like there is only one basic pattern that we bring in? [Moon 

shows us the most entrenched/ negative habit-pattern, that is imprisoning the 

soul] 

4. If a person is on the path, neither the moon or its house is read.. use either 

Vulcan, Neptune or Uranus and their houses ONLY? [Until the 3rd initiation 

(enlightenment), we are still clearing stuff, so still read the Moon. Vulcan/ 

Neptune over it simply tells us the person on the Path is doing the necessary 

transformational work.

5. [It is correct to place Vulcan directly over the Moon or Sun, because (on the 

Path) Vulcan's (Neptune, Uranus) force  flows directly through the Moon 

(astral) / Sun (ego).



6. Vulcan in 5H, is asking to establish balance between the sacral and throat 

chakras .. [Vulcan only influences on the Path. The life areas that need 

purifying, are the houses that the Sun and Moon are in. Vulcan is involved 

with the 1st transference , sacral to throat] in humanity. 

7. Difference, Leo Moon vs Leo Sun? [Moon symbolises defensive habits we fall 

back into when we feel threatened (eg. Leo, arrogant, roaring); but these are 

secondary to the Sun Sign traits which is who we identify with when we think 

of "I am".  A Leo Sun may be arrogant, but will also be using positives – wise 

leadership, sensitive to others – to achieve personality Sun goals.

8. why we read the LOH with Moon/ Sun? [Don't understand the question]

9. [FMM is for world healing, though can be used for personal growth.  

Spiritual force is impressing Sun (sign) qualities on humanity. 

10. When you first look at a chart is there any particular order that you take?

a. Sun (personality), Moon (past, Ascendant signs (Soul purpose)  -

overview   

b. Then again, fully with aspects. If rays known, use them now.

(Astral with Moon, Personality with Sun, Soul Ray with Ascendant sign.)

c. Transits and progressions



Exoteric and Esoteric Astrology Defined

Orthodox or Exoteric Astrology: 

is concerned exclusively with the outer life 

of the personality.. with the events, 

happenings, circumstances of the 

environment .

Esoteric Astrology 

It is the science of the Soul and is 

concerned with the unfoldment of 

consciousness.



The Unconscious

(people ruled by desire,

pain or pleasure)

1. Personality 

consciousness 

(selfish until purified)

2. Soul consciousness 

(wise, loving, inclusive 

consciousness) 

3. Spiritual level. 

(Global or universal 

consciousness)

Levels of “Consciousness”

ME!

ME!

ME!

WE! WE! WE!

WE 

ARE 

ONE

In Astrology the levels 

are represented by 

The MOON 

The SUN ʘ

Ascendant  Ë
(West in the chart, 

at 9 o’clock)



Consciousness in the Astrology Chart

Find the Sun, Moon and Ascendant

The MOON

unconscious  

The SUN

personality 

ʘ

Ascendant  

Sign

SOUL

Prince 

George



Chart: Sign, Planet Symbols

Learn the symbols
SIGNS PLANETS

 Aries ʘ Sun

 Taurus  Moon

 Gemini ☿ Mercury

 Cancer ♀ Venus

 Leo ♂ Mars

 Virgo ♃ Jupiter

 Libra ♄ Saturn

 Scorpio ♅ Uranus

 Sagittarius ♆ Neptune

 Capricorn ♇ Pluto

 Aquarius

 Pisces



Consciousness and the Signs
Using the chart, identify the Sun, Moon and Ascendant SIGNS 

MOON, the 

unconscious

Capricorn  

SUN

Personality 

Cancer

Ascendant  

Soul

Scorpio



Analyze

1. The MOON, 

the unconscious, “the prison of the soul” 

is in Capricorn  

2. The SUN, the Personality, 

is in Cancer

3. The Ascendant, Soul purpose, 

is in Scorpio

Using the Labours of Hercules,

identify the types of thought patterns that 

1. (Moon) imprison the soul, that 

2. (Sun) personify the personality, 

3. (Ascendant) that the Soul wants the person to cultivate.



Labours of Hercules for the Moon
1. The MOON, the unconscious, “the prison of the soul” is in Capricorn  

Capricorn: The Slaying of Cerberus, Guardian of Hades

Shown a vision, Hercules saw a man lying on a rock. His hands and 

legs were shackled and a fierce vulture pecked at his liver. The man 

cried out for help. "The shackled one is Prometheus," the Teacher said. 

"For ages has he suffered but cannot die, being immortal. From heaven 

he stole the fire; for this he has been punished. The place of his abode 

is Hell, the domain of Hades. Go down into the depths Hercules, and 

release him from his suffering.“?

The myth continues, but this part of it 

symbolizes the “prison of the soul”. 

Intuitively, what is it that is imprisoning 

the consciousness of such a person?



Labours of Hercules for the Sun
2. The SUN, the Personality, is in Cancer

Cancer: The Capture of the Doe or Hind 

Upon a hill nearby stood a slender fawn. Then Hercules heard a voice 

come from the moon - Artemis, who warned Hercules. "The doe is mine, 

so touch it not. Mine it must remain." Then into view Diana sprang, the 

huntress of the heavens, the daughter of the sun. She likewise claimed 

possession. "Not so," she said, "Artemis, the doe is mine and mine it 

must remain." Then a commanding voice said: "The doe belongs to 

neither maid, O Hercules, but to the God whose shrine you see on 

yonder distant mount. Go rescue it and bear it to the safety of the 

shrine, and leave it there.“ Through the fourth Gate sprang Hercules, in 

pursuit of the fawn. But whenever he drew close, the two goddesses 

foiled his efforts, with subtle deception. The hunt went on for a full year, 

until close to a quiet pool, he saw it sleeping, wearied with its flight. 

The myth continues. Intuitively, what does 

this tell you about the Cancerian personality?



Labours of Hercules for the Asc
3. The Ascendant, Soul purpose, is in Scorpio

Intuitively, what qualities does the aspirant have to cultivate?

Scorpio: Destroying the Lernaean Hydra

“In the festering swamp of Lerna a monstrous hydra lies. Nine heads 

this creature has. Prepare to battle with this loathsome beast. One word 

of counsel  "We rise by kneeling; we conquer by surrendering; we gain 

by giving up. Go forth, and conquer.”

The hydra sprang at Hercules .. He cut off a head but two grew 

back. Again and again Hercules attacked the raging monster, but it grew 

stronger, not weaker, with each assault.

Then Hercules remembered that his Teacher had said, "we rise 

by kneeling." Kneeling, Hercules grasped the hydra and raised it aloft.  

In the purifying air and light the monster died. "The victory is won", the 

Teacher said. "The Light that shines at Gate the eighth is now blended 

with your own".



Put it together

Overcome the prison – Capricorn negatives

The psychological prison is a raft of negative core beliefs that we 

believe about our self, that convince us that we are shackled, tormented 

by evil, and we helpless to resist or to change what is happening

Balance the Personality – Cancer Negatives and Positives

The Cancerian (the doe) is hypersensitive and flighty, flitting from the 

emotions, to the mind, to the soul. But nothing is grounded and there is 

subtle self-deception. Eventually, we weary of this and will learn to be 

still.

Cultivate – Scorpio positives

“We rise by kneeling“ learn to be humble and grounded. “Raising the 

hydra”: raise any problem, delusionary thoughts or threats, up into the 

dispelling light of the soul and hold it there until light breaks through.


